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STRIKERS
Offensive Hanoi Vefo of Deal
Points to Stalemate
In Valley
Winds Up

Hookup Bid
Draws Veto
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Gaulle.
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back into the air, and then two the twister sucked up a new shredded much of the roof.
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valley stockpiles. Vastly greater work in the aftermath of the junction of highways 150 the car door open, so we just Williams.
warehouse, leaving furniture and the city park nearby
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and 190.
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Keith Blue's new trailer The trailer was tossed on its Pete Kraft was badly cut the funnels looked like an rear door of the furniture than a funnel.
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and bunkers 15 and 16 miles Lakeview Mobile Home Court unhurt.
saw three funnels in the south Farm
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Unlike many people in the
"One funnel took off to the I'll tell you one thing, she part of town. The national Financial
south of the capital.
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edge of the cr •. But his was Mr. and Mrs. Casey residents a n d b u s i n e s s other one came right through really shook."
city map with three paths of Movies
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mother, wife and baby, inside Hansen. He left for a fishing employes in the south part of behind our building on the
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said
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on it. One Society
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Today's Chuckle the trailer, were b a r e l y trip in another state Wed- town got all too good a look at west side of the highway. store had had no warning line ran just traced
west of Frederick Sports
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When a woman says she scratched.
nesday morning and his wife the deadly funnels as they There was a dull roar. I felt about the storm. Large hail street, another to the east of it State
fi- 7
Big 55-foot trailers in the was doing baby-sitting away approached.
won't be a minute — she's
like my ears were going to fell for several minutes before around First avenue and a Television
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and others at the from home when the twisters
Usually right.
Copyright court,
Vic Williams, an employe of pop out.
the twisters formed, but the third in the vicinity of Sixth Want Ads
nearby Valley Mobile Home hit, Their trailer was blown the Oelwein Furniture Mart,
"The thing picked up our sky was not dark.
and Seventh avenues.
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